About your plant

Common Plant Name*

Scientific Name (if known)

Location Name (a unique name of your choosing)

Latitude*

Longitude*

State*

City*

Zip

* Required fields

What is your plant doing now?
(Enter the most applicable option in each category below.)

Flower Stalk Emerging

___ No flower stalks have emerged

___ New flower stalks have emerged

Pollen

___ No pollen is falling

___ Early: Pollen is starting to fall (less than 5%)

___ Middle: A lot of pollen is falling

Fruit

___ No ripe fruits

___ Early: Only a few ripe fruits are visible (less than 5%)

___ Middle: Many fruits are ripe

___ Late: Most fruits or seeds have dispersed from plant (over 95%)

Participating in Budburst

Observe:
Observe a plant in your community.

Record:
Record your observation on a One-time Report form.

Submit:
Submit your observation on budburst.org

One-time Reports record your observations of what one plant is doing on one specific day.

Life-cycle Reports track one plant over time, recording multiple events.

Remember to report your data at: budburst.org

NOTE: Report directly from the field by using the budburst.org website on your digital device.